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Catalog Description

A computer literacy course using IBM compatible computers. Prepares students to use
computers to write papers, organize information, and use email. Overview of computer
components such as hardware, software and data.

Fundamentals of the Windows and other operating systems and applications such as word
processing, spreadsheets, database, and email and the Internet. Students use computers to
complete class assignments.

Course Objectives
Upon successful completion ofthis course, the student will be able to:
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1. Describe the components of computers systems, such as hardware, software, and
data.

2. Classify and use the main components of Windows such as menus, windows, dialog
boxes, and icons.

3. Compare graphical interfaces and command line interfaces for controlling a
computer system.

4. Compare the types of applications such as word processing, spreadsheets, database,
graphics, email and Internet browsers.

5. Evaluate and select appropriate software for a given task. Understand the limitations
of each application.

6. Correctly use a word processor to produce a formatted document.
7. Correctly use a spreadsheet to organize and perform calculations with data.
8. Correctly use a database to organize and query collections of data.
9. Correctly send and read electronic mail.
10. Correctly use a browser to access the Internet.

Course Contents
1. Computer Systems Overview

A. History
1) Early computer devices
2) Development ofmicrocomputers
3) The digital age and the effect of computers on society

B. Basic functions of a computer (input, output, process, storage)
C. Components of a computer system. This is a brief overview of the computer

system components.
1) End-user, goal
2) Personnel
3) Procedures
4) Data and information

a) Digital versus analog information
b) Units of data: bit, byte, field, record, file

5) Hardware overview
a) Input devices: keyboard, mouse, voice input
b) Output devices: screens, printers, sound output
c) Secondary storage devices and media: hard drive, diskette, CD, Zip

disks
d) Processor units
e) Communication devices: modems, hubs, routers

6) Software overview
a) System software: operating system, utilities
b) Application software
c) Productivity tools: word processing, spreadsheets, DBMS

7) Connections, networks overview
D. Social issues in information technology

1) Ergonomics
2) Ethics
3) Privacy
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4) Security
2. Hardware Fundamentals- Input and Output. In this section the student will learn the

role of I/O devices in converting data between human and computer form. The
student wi11learn about the variety of devices available in order to select the most
appropriate device for a task.
A. The nature of input
B. Input devices
C. The nature of output
D. Output devices

3. Using Windows. In this section the student wi11learn to identify the major
components of the GUI and manipulate the interface.
A. Graphical User Interfaces

1) The Windows screen
2) Desktop features

a) Desktop icons
b) Mouse techniques and mouse pointers, including click, right click, drag,

right drag, double click
3) Menus

B. Shutting down Windows
C. Using the help system
D. Components of a typical application window

1) Title bar
2) Window border
3) Menu
4) Scroll bars
5) Close, Maximize, Restore buttons

E. Manipulating a window: moving, resizing, working with multiple windows
4. Operating System Concepts. In this section the student wi11learn the role of the

operating system in managing hardware and software. The student will understand the
difference between a command line interface and a graphical interface.
A. Booting a computer
B. Managing files and directories
C. Managing tasks such as switching between windows, printing and downloading

files in the background
D. Managing resources such as files, drives, printers, network connections
E. Providing a user interface for managing the computer
F. Typical operating systems: Windows, DOS, Unix, Linux

5. Using email
A. Logging into the email server.
B. Using a mail reader to read and send email
C. Understanding the message components

1) Headers: To From: Subject: Date: Cc:
2) Body

D. Replying to mail messages
E. Deleting messages
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6. Hardware Fundamentals - Processors. In the section the student will learn the major
internal components ofa computer. The importance ofRAM and the CPU will be
discussed.
A. Data representation within the computer system
B. Main memory
C. CPU- varieties ofCPUs
D. Motherboard
E. Ports: the functions of serial versus parallel ports
F. Other components in the system unit- bus, clock, cards

7. Using Word Processing
A. General word processing concepts common to all methods ofword processing.

This is discussed on a conceptual level, not in terms of a specific application.
1) Creating a document
2) Input options such as keying in the text, reading in from a file, scanning in

text with an OCR reader, macro driven text entry
3) Output options such as outputting to screen, to printer, voice output
4) Editing techniques such as text entry, proofing, revising, outputting, saving.
5) Compare file formats such as ASCII text versus formatted text
6) Formatting levels: character, paragraph, section, document level
7) Other features such as spell checking, grammar checking, graphics,

pagelayout
8) Writing styles with word processing

B. Using the word processing tool
1) The word processing screen, menus and toolbars
2) New basic editing techniques

a) Insert, delete, replace text
b) Display the end of paragraph marker, tabs, blanks
c) Undo and redo
d) Moving around the screen

3) Copy and paste techniques
a) Techniques to select a text block
b) Techniques for cut, copy, paste: Control keys, buttons, menus

4) Printing options
5) File techniques

a) File open
b) File save, save as
c) File formats: txt, rtf, doc, html
d) File close
e) File new

6) Basic formatting
a) Character level: fonts, font size, style
b) Paragraph level: alignment, indents, paragraph spacing
c) Section level: columns, headers and footers
d) Document level: page margins

7) Proofing: spell and grammar checking
8) Global editing: search and replace
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9) Views: page layout, normal
8. Secondary Storage Fundamentals. In this section the student will learn about the

variety of devices used for secondary storage and how to manage his file system.
A. Secondary storage hardware:

I) Magnetic disks
2) Optical discs
3) DVD
4) Magnetic tape

B. Disk utilities
1) Formatting a disk
2) Fragmentation and defragging a disk
3) Scanning a disk

C. Using File Management Techniques
1) Logical concepts ofhierarchical storage systems

a) Files
b) Folders
c) Hierarchical organization

2) Basic file and folder manipulation
a) Using Windows Explorer
b) Selecting a single file or a group of files
c) Manipulating folders and files
d) Using the 'Name & Location' features of the Find utility

9. File and Data Organization Fundamentals. This section focuses on traditional data
hierarchy and file processing.
A. Types of files

1) Text files
2) Document files
3) Program files

B. Data hierarchy: character, field, record, file, database
C. Flat file processing

10. Using Database Systems
A. General database concepts common to all database systems. This is discussed on a

conceptual level, not in terms of a specific application
1) Components of a database system

a) Data tables
b) Forms
c) Reports
d) Queries
e) Programming components

2) Characteristics of a relational database
a) Reduced redundancy
b) Data independence
c) Relationships
d) Referential integrity

3) Planning a database
B. Using the database
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1) Using a Database Management System
2) The database screen, menus and toolbars
3) Creating a database
4) Creating a table
5) Creating and using relationships between tables
6) Entering aIid editing data into a table
7) Sorting a table
8) Creating forms, reports with the wizard
9) Creating simple queries with QBE

a) Single table Select queries
b) Using simple conditions

11. Using Electronic Spreadsheets
A. General spreadsheet concepts common to all methods of spreadsheets. This is

discussed on a conceptual level, not in terms of a specific application
1) Purpose and typical uses
2) Basic components of a spreadsheet
3) Spreadsheet features
4) Spreadsheet errors
5) Planning a spreadsheet
6) Documenting a spreadsheet

B. Using the spreadsheet tool
1) The spreadsheet screen, menus and toolbars
2) Identifying mouse pointers, current cell, selected cells
3) Navigating the worksheet
4) Entering and editing data
5) Entering expressions
6) Range techniques: referring to a range, selecting a range with the mouse and

with the arrow keys
7) Addressing concepts: relative versus absolute addressing
8) Copying formulas
9) Inserting and deleting worksheets, rows, columns
10) Using functions including Sum, Average, Count, Today
11) Basic formatting techniques
12) Sorting a range
13) Printing a worksheet

12. Network principals
A. Client-server systems
B. Advantages of a packetbased system for a diverse network
C. Internet addresses including email and web URL's
D. TheWeb

1) Browsing and searching
2) Bookmarks

13. Using graphics and presentation programs
A. Working with graphic images
B. Paint and draw programs
C. Working with a presentation program
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14. Sharing data between applications.
A. Documents, Objects, Compound document and Source file
B. Server versus client application
C. Copy and paste transfers via the clipboard
D. Insert object
E. Embedded objects
F. Linking documents

15. After the core material has been covered the instructor will cover one of the three
basic applications in more depth.
A. Advanced word processing:

1) , Formatting techniques: bullets, tabs, indents, borders, columns, tables,
inserting special characters, inserting graphics, dropcaps,

2) Styles and templates-
3) Customizing the word processing tool: setting options: document location,

dictionaries, AutoCorrect
B. Advanced spreadsheet techniques

1) More formatting options, conditional formats, custom formats
2) Using multiple worksheets
3) Creating charts and graphs
4) Copying data between databases and spreadsheets

C. Advanced database techniques
1) Complex conditions in a query using QBE
2) Multitable joins using QBE
3) Update queries using QBE
4) Looking at the SQL generated by a simple query
5) Copying a query return table and pasting it into a word processing document

Instructional Methodology
Assignments
Reading from textbooks and handouts
Students will spend a minimum of three hours per week in the Instructional

Computing Laboratory to complete homework assignments that will include:
• sending and receiving electronic mail
• accessing and browsing a web page, such as the CCSF home page to locate

information
• using file management tools to create folders and copy files
• using word processing tools to create formatted documents
• using spreadsheet tools to create spreadsheets that involve calculations
• using database tools to create and query a database

Evaluation
Frequent tests and/or quizzes that measure the student's ability to

• describe computer literacy concepts as described in the outline
• understand and use the GUI
• explain file management concepts and techniques
• describe word processing procedures including formatting techniques.
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• organize data effectively in a database and get results from queries on the
database

• explain electronic spreadsheets concepts, including writing expressions,
using functions and using relative and absolute addressing

A comprehensive in-class written final examination covering the topics discussed in
the course outline.

Homework assignments that measure the student's ability to
• describe computer literacy concepts as described in the outline
• understand and use the GUI to run applications
• send and receive electronic mail
• access information on the Internet
• use file management including making folders and copying files.
• use a word processing to produce a document with formatting as described in

section 7.B.6
• creating and using a database using techniques as described in section IO.B
• creating electronic spreadsheets using techniques as described in section 11.B

Text and other materials
Textbook(s) dealing with computer literacy such as

• Using Information Technology(BriefEdition) Sawyers, Williams and Hutchinson
(Irwin Publ) 1999,

• Computer Confluence (Concise) Beekman (Addison Wesley) 1999
• Computer Concepts Parsons/Oja (Course Tech) 1998

and textbook(s) dealing with using the application programs such as:
• Microsoft Office 2000 8-in-l by Habraken, Que Corporation,
• Office 2000 Shelly/Cashman/Vermaat (Course Technology) 2000
• Office 2000 Napier/Judd (South- Western Educational Publishing) 2000
• Office 2000 The Complete Reference, (Que, McGrawHill) 2000

Course syllabus
Tutorial handouts
An in-class computer system for demonstrations

Requested Credit Classification
Credit! Degree Applicable. (meets all standards of Title V. Section 55002(a). )
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